Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Oligoadenylate synthetases (OASs) are members of the interferon pathway which plays an important role in innate antiviral defense (Goodbourn et al. [@CR23]; Hovanessian [@CR30]; Rebouillat and Hovanessian [@CR53]). Upon infection with a viral pathogen, OAS enzymes are upregulated by interferon and act as viral sensors of infection in the cytosol by binding to, and being activated by, viral dsRNA. Upon activation, OAS enzymes synthesize 2′-5′-linked oligoadenylates using ATP and newly synthesized oligoadenylates as substrates. These oligoadenylates trigger the dimerization and activation of RNase L, which acts as an indiscriminate RNase, targeting both viral and cellular RNA for degradation, thus stopping protein synthesis and viral replication. In primates, the OAS gene family consists of three active members containing one (OAS1), two (OAS2), or three (OAS3) homologous domains (Justesen et al. [@CR33]; Kumar et al. [@CR38]). OAS1 has been shown to participate in the first line of defense against a wide range of viral infection including encephalomyocarditis virus, coxsackievirus B4, respiratory syncytial virus, West Nile virus, hepatitis C virus, and HIV-1 (Silverman [@CR54]). Association studies have determined that variation at OAS1 correlates with disease severity of or susceptibility to several viral infections of great public health significance such as hepatitis C virus (Knapp et al. [@CR36]; Zhao et al. [@CR64]), SARS coronavirus (Hamano et al. [@CR24]; He et al. [@CR27]), West Nile virus (Bigham et al. [@CR5]; Lim et al. [@CR42]), and coxsackievirus A16 (Cai et al. [@CR9]).

The crystal structure of the OAS1 protein has recently been solved (Donovan et al. [@CR13]; Hartmann et al. [@CR26]). OAS1 is a globular protein composed of two large lobes (N- and C-lobes) connected by a linker region. In between the two lobes lies the active site within a deep electronegative channel. On the directly opposite side of the enzyme lies a positively charged groove, the RNA-binding domain (RBD). Upon binding an RNA ligand, OAS1 undergoes a conformational change resulting in the activation of the enzyme (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). Since OAS1 requires direct interaction with viral dsRNA for activation, it is likely that the evolution of this enzyme is affected by the evolution of viral pathogens or by the viral diversity to which an organism is exposed. Indeed, evolutionary analyses in rodents, primates, and bats strongly suggest that the evolution of the OAS1 protein is driven by host-pathogen interactions (Ferguson et al. [@CR17], [@CR18]; Mozzi et al. [@CR48]). In chimpanzees, for instance, OAS1 is extraordinarily variable and it was shown that OAS1 haplogroups predate the origin of hominoids (Ferguson et al. [@CR18]). The retention of ancestral polymorphisms over such a long period of time is highly unusual and strongly suggests that OAS1 has evolved under balancing selection, a type of natural selection that maintains allelic variation in populations. In human, on the other hand, Mendez et al. ([@CR45], [@CR46]) failed to detect the signature of balancing selection, yet they made a very interesting observation: they showed that some contemporary human populations had acquired and retained OAS1 alleles of Neanderthal or Denisovan origin. However, it remains unknown if the persistence of these OAS1 alleles in modern human is adaptive, possibly conferring some advantage to the individuals carrying these alleles, or if this polymorphism is neutral.

We decided to further investigate the diversity of OAS1 in primates since evolutionary analyses can be of great help in answering essential questions concerning the antiviral function of immunoproteins (Cagliani and Sironi [@CR7]; Fumagalli and Sironi [@CR21]). Here, we analyze the diversity of OAS1 in baboons (g. *Papio*) and macaques (g. *Macaca*), two primate genera that have long served as models in infectious disease research (Misra et al. [@CR47]; Palermo et al. [@CR51]; Valdes et al. [@CR61]; Wolf et al. [@CR63]). We show that OAS1 harbors a very low diversity in baboons but a remarkably high variability in macaques, suggestive of the action of balancing selection. We demonstrate that balancing selection is principally acting on sites of the RNA-binding domain. Using in silico models of the OAS1 alloforms, we further show that these balanced polymorphisms are likely to affect the RNA-binding properties of the enzyme.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Sampling {#Sec3}
--------

Genomic DNA from unrelated captive animals was acquired from the Southwest National Primate Research Center. The rhesus macaques (*Macaca mulatta*) sample includes six individuals of Indian origin and two of Chinese origin. The eight cynomolgus macaques (*Macaca fascicularis*) are of Indonesian origin. The seven olive baboons (*Papio anubis*) are of east African origin, and the six Guinea baboons (*Papio papio*), of west African origin (Boissinot et al. [@CR6]). These baboon samples were previously analyzed for their mitochondrial and nuclear sequence variation, and we verified that their genetic diversity is representative of the diversity of their species of origin (Boissinot et al. [@CR6]).

Sequencing and haplotype determination {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

The six exons constitutive of the entire protein-coding sequence of OAS1 were amplified independently by PCR using primers located in introns. The amplicons were Sanger-sequenced directly in both directions by the High-Throughput Genomics Unit at the University of Washington in Seattle. Geneious Pro 5.5.6 (created by Biomatters available at [http://www.geneious.com](http://www.geneious.com/)) was used for sequence alignment, assembly, and heterozygote base-calls. We used PHASE v. 2.1 to determine haplotypes (Stephens and Scheet [@CR56]; Stephens et al. [@CR57]). Due to a high number of heterozygotes in some OAS1 reads, we ran PHASE using both individual exons and complete OAS1 cDNA sequences; these methods yielded identical results. For the analyses herein (except where otherwise mentioned), we have limited our analysis to the most common isoform (p40/42), consisting of exons 1 through 5. The sequences are deposited in GenBank under accession numbers KR260685-KR260713.

Evolutionary analyses {#Sec5}
---------------------

We calculated for each species the following summary statistics: *h* (the number of haplotypes), *S* (the number of segregating sites), *π* (the nucleotide diversity estimated as the average divergence between two alleles selected at random), and *θ* ~W~, (the Watterson estimator of diversity, i.e., population mutation rate). We also calculated Tajima's D to assess the impact of natural selection on variation (Tajima [@CR58]). These calculations were performed using DnaSP v. 5 (Librado and Rozas [@CR41]).

We used the Hudson-Kreitman-Aguade (HKA) test to determine the effect of selection at the OAS1 locus (Hudson et al. [@CR32]). The HKA test evaluates selection by comparing the ratio of polymorphism to divergence at a locus of interest with the same ratio at one or more neutral loci. Under neutrality, this ratio should be the same across the genome but an excess of polymorphism relative to divergence at a specific locus could be interpreted as evidence for balancing selection while a deficit of polymorphism would indicate positive directional selection. Statistical significance is assessed using a *X* ^2^ goodness-of-fit test. As neutral regions of reference for the rhesus macaque, we used 30 randomly chosen loci that had previously been sequenced in 38 Indian and 9 Chinese unrelated individuals (Hernandez et al. [@CR29]). For the cynomolgus macaque, we used 26 non-coding regions that were sequenced in 24 individuals from three Southeast Asian populations (Osada et al. [@CR50]). For the two baboon species, we used the 12 neutral regions analyzed in Boissinot et al. ([@CR6]). As out-groups, we used human and gorilla homologous sequences. The multi-locus HKA test was performed using Jody Hey's HKA software (available at [https://bio.cst.temple.edu/∼hey/software/software.htm\#HKA](https://bio.cst.temple.edu/%7Ehey/software/software.htm%23HKA)) or Sebas Ramos-Onsins HKAdirect software (<http://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/numgenomics/people/sebas/index.html>).

We also used the McDonald-Kreitman test (MK), which compares the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphism within species to the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous fixed differences between species (McDonald and Kreitman [@CR44]). Under neutrality, these ratios should be identical whereas an excess of nonsynonymous polymorphism indicates balancing selection and a deficit of nonsynonymous variation suggests directional positive selection. We used the online MK test program (<http://bioinf3.uab.cat/mkt/MKT.asp>), which includes a *X* ^2^ test for statistical validation (Egea et al. [@CR14]). We also calculated the neutrality index (NI) simply defined as (number of polymorphic replacements/number of fixed replacements)/(number if polymorphic silent sites/number of fixed silent sites), which is equal to one under neutrality (Rand and Kann [@CR52]).

The four-gamete test (Hudson and Kaplan [@CR31]), implemented in DnaSP, was used to test for recombination and for identification of recombination break points. Linkage disequilibrium was evaluated using DnaSP by calculating the correlations for all pairs of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), statistical significance determined using a *X* ^2^ test with Bonferroni correction.

For each species, we constructed networks using the median-joining method (Bandelt et al. [@CR4]) implemented in Network v. 4.6 (available at [http://www.fluxus-engineering.com](http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/)). We also created a maximum likelihood tree using the Tamura-Nei model of mutation, assessing its robustness with 1000 bootstrap iterations. The phylogenetic analysis was performed using MEGA 5.2.2 (Tamura et al. [@CR59]).

PolyPhen-2 analysis {#Sec6}
-------------------

In order to pinpoint naturally occurring amino acid variants that may have significant effects on protein structure and function, we used PolyPhen-2 (Adzhubei et al. [@CR1]). This software uses a naïve Bayesian classifier to identify SNPs that may alter protein structure and function. This iterative process combines properties mined from several sequence- and structure-based databases to determine the statistical likelihood of a replacement being *benign* to *probably damaging* (0.0--1.0 scale). Because PolyPhen-2 only operates with human protein sequences, we aligned our species' OAS1 primary structure to human OAS1. Human OAS1 shares 94 % pairwise amino acid similarity with macaques and baboons, so editing a human OAS1 reference sequence (NCBI RefSeq: NP_001027581.1) to include each mutation was both simple and sufficient to garner useful output.

Creation and visualization of in silico protein models {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------

To assess the structural and electrostatic changes associated with amino acid polymorphisms, we created in silico models of the OAS1 alleles found in baboons and macaques. The crystal structure of human OAS1 (hOAS1) with bound RNA and dATP has recently been published (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). Considering the level of conservation of OAS1 between monkeys and humans at the amino acid level, it seems justified to use the solved structure of human OAS1 (PDB ID: 4IG8) to confidently model and annotate residues in the old world monkeys. Though taxonomically distant, we also found it valuable to use the porcine OAS1 (pOAS1) crystal structure (PDB ID: 1PX5), as it shares the overall structural fold (73 % pairwise, 86 % BLOSUM64 identity) and provides a template for modeling OAS1 without bound RNA. These templates allowed for creation of model sets representing *before*- and *after*-activation structural representations of the enzyme.

We used the modeling suite SWISS-MODEL (swissmodel.expasy.org) to generate three-dimensional models of primate OAS1 alleles. SWISS-MODEL uses a solved protein homolog as template, upon which the query sequence is framed. Model quality was assessed using two protein structure validation tools, Verify3D (Eisenberg et al. [@CR15]) and ProSA-web (Sippl [@CR55]; Wiederstein and Sippl [@CR62]). Verify3D compares properties of primary structure to the structural environments modeled in the tertiary structure, producing quality scores in 21-residue windows across the amino acid sequence. ProSA-web assesses solvent-to-residue and intermolecular energies throughout the model to calculate an overall Z score (plotted amongst a database of solved proteins' Z scores), as well as localized scores.

We used the molecular visualization platform PyMOL v. 1.7 (Schrödinger, LLC) to visualize and virtually analyze the OAS1 models created with and without RNA ligands. We created overlays of different OAS1 molecules to investigate how the solved and predicted model structures compare and to better understand, based on predicted position and orientation, the possible effects and importance of specific mutations. Unless otherwise noted, measures between nucleobases and amino acid side groups were made from the nearest non-hydrogen atom of the R-group to the nearest non-hydrogen atom of the base group of the ribonucleic acid (rather than to the RNA backbone). In order to map surface electrostatic characteristics onto models, we used the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) (Baker et al. [@CR2]) plugin (written by Michael G. Lerner). APBS files were first created using PDB2PQR (Dolinsky et al. [@CR12]) with the following settings: PARSE force field, internal naming scheme, optimized for H-bonding network, pH = 7.0.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Polymorphism at OAS1 {#Sec9}
--------------------

The four species of primates analyzed here present very different levels of polymorphism at the OAS1 gene (summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The highest variability was found in cynomolgus macaque with 48 SNPs (i.e., ∼44 SNPs/Kb) resulting in 16 different haplotypes (out of 16 sequenced haplotypes). A large number of SNPs was also found in the rhesus macaque (30 SNPs) resulting in nine different haplotypes. A significant fraction of SNPs are found at relatively high frequency (\>0.25) in both species (13 and 12 SNPs in rhesus and cynomolgus, respectively), but within each species, a large number of private SNPs were detected: 22 in cynomolgus and 14 in rhesus. However, many of those SNPs that are private within species are in fact shared between species so that the actual number of singletons in macaques is 12 in cynomolgus and 3 in rhesus. The large number of private SNPs accounts for slightly negative, though non-significant, values for Tajima's D (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) in both species. We did not observe a single fixed difference between the two macaque species, which is not surprising considering their recent divergence (∼1 mya) and the occurrence of recent gene flow between them (Osada et al. [@CR49]).Table 1Summary statistics for OAS1 coding sequences in macaque and baboons*N* ^a^*h* ^b^*S* ^c^*π* ^d^ (%)*θ* ^e^ (%)Tajima's D^f^NI^g^HKA^h^Cynomolgus macaque1616451.101.30−0.5411.72 (*P* = 0.16)0.001Rhesus macaque169290.840.93−0.2481.52 (*P* = 0.30)0.001Olive baboon14570.160.20−1.0011.08 (*P* = 1.00)0.847Guinea baboon12100.000.00N/AN/A0.518^a^Number of chromosomes^b^Number of different haplotypes^c^Number of segregating sites^d^Nucleotide diversity^e^Watterson's estimator of diversity^f^Tajima's D (Tajima [@CR58])^g^Neutrality index; *P* values calculated using a two-tailed Fisher exact test^h^Probability that variation at OAS1 is not significantly different than variation at neutral loci Fig. 1Variation at the OAS1 gene in cynomolgus and rhesus macaques. The *numbers at the top* correspond to the nucleotide position in an alignment of all macaque OAS1 alleles. The amino acid changes corresponding to each nonsynonymous mutation are indicated in the *lower part* of the figure. Amino acids changes that are recognized as damaging by PolyPhen-2 are shaded in *grey* Fig. 2Variation at the OAS1 gene in Guinea and olive baboons. The *numbers at the top* correspond to the nucleotide position in an alignment of all baboon OAS1 alleles. The frequency of the haplotypes is indicated for each species. Replacements recognized as damaging by PolyPhen-2 are shaded in *grey*

Interestingly, the proportion of SNPs resulting in changes at the amino acid level is remarkably high in both macaque species: 36 (out of 48) and 22 (out of 30) SNPs are nonsynonymous in the cynomolgus and rhesus macaques, respectively. A premature stop codon in exon 5 was found in one haplotype in each species. In addition, an insertion of six nucleotides in the second exon, resulting in the addition of two amino acids, was found at a frequency of 0.2 and 0.4 in the cynomolgus and rhesus macaque, respectively. Consistent with the large number of SNPs in these two species, the nucleotide diversity is remarkably high, at 1.10 and 0.84 % in cynomolgus and rhesus, respectively. This is much higher than the diversity reported in protein-coding genes (∼0.175 to 0.27 %) and higher than the genomic average reported in these species (0.24--0.35 %) (Osada et al. [@CR50]). The genetic diversity of macaques has been shown to vary by subspecies, geography, and sequencing coverage, but all published estimates are several-fold lower than those found at OAS1 (Ferguson et al. [@CR16]; Osada et al. [@CR50]).

By comparison, OAS1 in baboon harbors a very low variability (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We did not find a single SNP in the Guinea baboon and only seven SNPs in the olive baboon, resulting in nucleotide diversity of 0.00 and 0.16 %, respectively. Five of the seven SNPs correspond to private mutations. A single base pair deletion in exon 5 resulting in a premature stop codon was found in three haplotypes. Interestingly, all the Guinea baboon sequences have the same nonsense mutation in exon 5 identified in macaques. The low level of diversity in baboons is very similar to the genomic average in these species (0.023 and 0.14 % in Guinea and olive baboons, respectively; Boissinot et al. [@CR6]).

Tests of selection {#Sec10}
------------------

The high level of variation in macaque suggests that balancing selection is acting at this locus. We tested this hypothesis using the HKA test of selection which compares the ratio of polymorphism to divergence between OAS1 and a collection of non-coding, neutral regions that had previously been sequenced in the two macaques (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In both the rhesus and the cynomolgus macaque, we found that variation at OAS1 significantly exceeds what is expected given the divergence between macaque and human, confirming the balancing selection hypothesis (*P* = 0.001). It should be noted that the neutral regions of reference were sequenced in a geographically diverse sample of macaques; it is thus unlikely that neutral variation is underestimated when compared with OAS1 variation. As expected, the HKA test did not reveal any deviation from neutrality in baboons.

Another prediction of the balancing selection hypothesis is an excess of polymorphic replacements relative to silent mutations. The amount of polymorphism is correlated to the level of between-species divergence under neutrality, and this should be true for both replacement and silent sites. Thus, we compared the level of polymorphism at replacement and silent sites with the fraction of replacement and silent sites that are fixed between each of our focal species and an out-group. To this end, we calculated the parameter NI, which is predicted to be higher than 1 if balancing selection is acting at a locus (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Using human or gorilla as an out-group, we obtained values that were well above 1 for both macaque species (1.6 to 1.9 for cynomolgus and 1.4 to 1.7 for rhesus), although we were not able to statistically exclude neutrality using the MK test (*P* = 0.16 to 0.37 for cynomolgus and *P* = 0.30 to 0.56 for rhesus). By comparison, the NI values for the olive baboon ranged from 0.75 to 0.89 (*P* = 1.0).

Recombination and network analysis {#Sec11}
----------------------------------

The recombination analysis was performed for each species and for each genus. Rhesus macaques have fewer haplotypes, necessitating far less recombination, evidenced by the minimum number of recombination events predicted to be 2. In cynomolgus, nine events can minimally explain the current haplotypic structure. When we assess all macaque haplotypes together, the minimum number of recombination events is 12. We ran linkage disequilibrium analysis using DnaSP in order to test linkage between polymorphisms. Pooling all macaque sequences, linkage was found (*P* \< 0.001) between 77 pairs of polymorphic sites. Nearly all linkage was found to be between physically close sites (located in the same exon). No linkage disequilibrium between distant sites that could be suggestive of epistatic interactions between polymorphic amino acids was found. The amount of recombination at the OAS1 locus is also apparent in the haplotype network (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which shows considerable reticulation. We did not find any evidence of recombination in olive baboon, which is not surprising considering the very small number of polymorphisms in this species.Fig. 3Haplotype networks of OAS1 alleles in macaques (**a**) and baboons (**b**) constructed using the median-joining method. Node size reflects haplotype frequency

In silico modeling of OAS1 alloforms {#Sec12}
------------------------------------

For the purposes of in silico modeling, we used only naturally occurring alleles, choosing those containing the largest proportion of high-frequency amino acid polymorphisms. Using these criteria, we selected alloforms Cy8-2 and Rh2-1 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for the majority of in silico modeling and analysis. For the few polymorphisms of interest not represented, we modeled additional alloforms. SWISS-MODEL produced models of quality at, or very near, those of the solved human OAS1 protein (Verify3D overall average scores: 0.48 for hOAS1 and 0.46 to 0.48 for the predicted models; ProSA-web overall Z score: −9.73 for hOAS1 and −10.19 to −10.38 for the predicted models). A single loop that could not be crystallized for either porcine or human OAS1 (residues 120--131) was evaluated to be of low quality in all of our models. Despite this, they were sculpted nearly identically amongst alloforms (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Ribbon representations of macaque OAS1 RNA-binding facet (Rh2-1 haplotype). Polymorphic residues are labeled and colored in *blue*. The alpha-helices participating in the RNA-binding domain are labeled*. Right*, dsRNA docked according to solved hOAS1 (PDB ID: 4IG8; Donovan [@CR13])

In analyzing the protein models, we have methodically judged the potential structural and functional effects of the polymorphic residues on an individual basis as well as collectively where relevant. We examined the impact of each amino acid replacement on (1) enzymatic function, (2) ligand-borne activation, and (3) RNA-binding influence. Salient characteristics considered were R-group biochemical properties (charge, hydrophobicity/polarity, size/structure, etc.), location, orientation (in relation to both neighboring residues and RNA), published research, and homology. In our analysis, we distinguished between polymorphisms in the RBD and those outside the RBD (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) since pathogen-driven balancing selection predicts that regions of the protein that interact directly with viral RNA are most likely to contain the polymorphic sites.Table 2Characteristics of the polymorphic amino acids in the RNA-binding regionAmino acid positionAncestral residueDerived residueDistance to closest RNA-binding site (in number of amino acids)^a^Location on proteinFrequency of derived SNP in rhesusFrequency of derived SNP in cynomolgus27RPositiveLHydrophobic0αN30.000.0628MHydrophobicTPolar1αN30.000.3832HPositiveRPositive1, 2αN30.190.1952PNon-polarTPolar2Between αN3 and β10.560.0054RPositiveCPolar0, 1Between αN3 and β10.000.3154RPositiveHPositive0, 1Between αN3 and β10.000.06163GPolarDNegative3Between β5 and αC10.380.44198NPolarDNegative3αC30.060.06203RPositiveHPositive1, 2, 2Between αC3 and αC40.310.44247MHydrophobicTPolar2Between αC5 and αC60.500.19249TPolarRPositive0between αC5 and αC60.000.19^a^A zero value indicates that the residue itself binds RNA. Multiple numbers indicate distances to several neighboring RNA-binding residues

Analysis of polymorphisms in the RNA-binding domain {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------

The crystallized human OAS1 with docked RNA identified 20 amino acids that bond either electrostatically or via hydrogen bond to the RNA ligand (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). Considering the high degree of overall conservation of sequence and structure and after meticulous comparison of hOAS1 overlaid with a variety of primate OAS1 models, we are confident that most, if not all, of these 20 sites serve homologous binding functions in primates as in human.

Polymorphisms R27L, M28T, and H32R are located within the same helix N3 comprising the major binding sites of the N-lobe of the RBD (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and 5a, b). Helix N3 notably takes part in the conformational change that OAS1 undergoes upon RNA-mediated activation (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). These three polymorphic sites are situated on the surface of the protein and can affect RNA-binding affinity. Residue 27 participates in direct electrostatic binding to the docked RNA backbone, and the R27L mutation conveys significant electrostatic and hydrophobicity changes. PolyPhen-2, however, does not classify this change as damaging, possibly because leucine occupies this site in the hOAS2 and hOAS3 paralogs. For the H32R polymorphism, the surface electrostatic profile change appears quite dramatic as the arginine creates a far more electropositive surface than the histidine side group. While human OAS1's solved structure, featuring histidine at this site, does not demonstrate direct ligand interaction here (Donovan et al. [@CR13]), the polymorphic arginine has this potential.

Polymorphisms P52T, R54C, and R54H are found in a long and disordered linker between helix N3 and β strand 1 (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and 5a, c). They can presumably participate in RNA binding because of their proximity to docked RNA and because of the flexibility of the linker. P52 is highly conserved across taxa, but the threonine replacement would presumably allow for increased interaction with docked RNA by increasing the linker's overall flexibility. Residue 54 participates in direct binding to RNA, and it is surprisingly variable within primates despite the otherwise high degree of conservation at this position amongst non-primates, as suggested by a BLASTP search. The surface electrostatics shows a significant effect of this polymorphism since R54 yields a broad electropositive surface to the protein while cysteine has a neutral effect. In addition, replacements at sites 52 and 54 may have an effect on residue S56, which binds directly to RNA nucleobase G17. The role of G17 is noteworthy because point mutation of G17 has been shown to decrease OAS1 activation 30-fold (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). Presumably, even a small degree of interference with S56's hydroxyl group would alter activation.

G163D (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is located in a pliant and extensive linker between the N- and C-lobes (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The solved structure identifies only Q160 in this immediate region as contributing to RNA binding (via three hydrogen bonds). D163 partially occludes the deep positive groove created by helix C3, which features the conserved RNA-binding sites R197, K201, and Q202. The ancestral G163 amino acid increases overall linker flexibility and produces a concavity for the RNA backbone to nestle.Fig. 5**a**--**d** Ribbon representations of macaque OAS1 with docked RNA. Four different haplotypes are shown from various perspectives. Polymorphic sites within the RNA-binding domain are colored *purple*

The remaining polymorphic residues of interest lie within the C-lobe. Variable residues N198D and R203H are located centrally along the lateral axis of the RNA-binding groove directly across from helix N3 (Fig. [5c, d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Although N198D is within the highly conserved helix C3, its positioning three and four residues away, place it *cis* to solved RNA binders K201 and Q202, superficial and facing the nucleic acid ligand. Negatively charged D198 can interfere with the electropositive character of the region conferred by R197 and K201. Immediately neighboring N198D is R197, a key player in conformational change, the side group of which exchanges position with that of K66 when RNA docks. This exchange is one of the major reconfigurations required for the active site to become functional (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). However, we predict that N198D would not negatively impact this essential interchange because our structural and kinetic models show that its side group, before and after binding, is oriented external to the deep groove in which the conformational change physically occurs. In addition, several mammals (e.g., rodents, new world primates) have independently evolved this specific mutation (as detected in a BLASTP search) and PolyPhen-2 classifies this change as benign.

R203H lies in the middle of the linker region connecting helices C3 and C4 (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The functional significance of this linker has been shown experimentally, as activity assays of either K201E or K206E mutations have shown decreased activity by two to three orders of magnitude (Hartmann et al. [@CR26]). Neighboring are several residues identified as RNA binding, Q202, T205, and K204, with which 203 could interact. Residue 203 is situated at the minor groove of docked RNA, which can potentially allow for nucleobase recognition. PolyPhen-2 scores this replacement at 0.66, *possibly damaging*, most likely due to the ubiquitous conservation of arginine at this site. We predict that this mutation is likely to have a significant effect on RNA binding.

The most C' polymorphic residues that play a part in the RBD are M247T and T249R, the latter of which forms hydrogen bonds with RNA (Fig. [5b, d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Both are located in a loop between helices C5 and C6, capable of interacting with RNA and each other. In addition, polymorphic amino acid 203 is situated very close to both 247 and 249, potentially allowing for interaction between these residues. Our models indicate that even accounting for the flexibility of the linker, only 249 appears to be situated such that it could take part in significant RNA binding at the minor groove. The electrostatic profile of the models shows that the T249R replacement considerably alters surface charge. Arginine greatly protrudes from the edge of the RBD with its highly positive side group. This region, at the edge of the RBD, may influence RNA ligand binding based on RNA length and higher order structure.

Analysis of macaque polymorphisms outside of the RNA-binding domain {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The balancing selection hypothesis posits that selection acts on regions that interact directly with viral dsRNA, yet the enzymatic activity must not be hindered by polymorphic amino acids. To this end, we have examined the naturally occurring non-RBD mutations that might alter the essential mechanisms of activation and synthesis activity of OAS1. Outside of the RBD, there are 26 amino acid variants, and of these, only R127H, W128R, and P131R are predicted to noticeably affect the protein secondary structure in our models. The region from residues 121--126 in human and porcine OAS1 is uncharacterized due to poor crystallization and most likely corresponds to a disordered loop. PolyPhen-2 identifies R127H and P131R as possibly damaging with scores of 0.76 and 0.85, respectively, while W128R is completely benign (0.0 score). Verify3D calculated low-quality scores for this region (with nadir scores ranging from 0.00 to 0.23). Until this region is better characterized, it will be difficult to assess the functional significance, if any, of these three changes.

Polymorphism G96R is found in a bent helix on the opposite side of the protein from the RBD, but not in the catalytic domain. Secondary structure is not predicted to change with this replacement according to our models. However, the conservation of glycine at this position across mammals and the fact that PolyPhen-2 classifies this replacement as possibly damaging (0.79) suggest that this polymorphism could have some functional significance.

Focusing on the active site and the residues responsible for conformational change, we identified only one polymorphism, R73Q, located two residues from a metal-binding aspartic acid. Glutamine is relatively neutral, compared to arginine, but the terminal amide group may participate in some of the same interactions. We have also kinetically modeled this site to shift during the conformational change, so it could potentially interfere with activation or activity, yet PolyPhen-2 classifies this site as benign. The fact that human OAS2 has a glycine (an even more disparate residue) at the paralogous site leads us to believe that the mutation is not likely to impede enzymatic activity.

In addition to analyzing polymorphisms, it is of some value to note mutations that we do *not* observe. Of the many amino acid polymorphisms we identified in macaque OAS1, we do not have replacements predicted to disrupt any α-helices or β-sheets. We also found no polymorphic amino acids in our models with R-groups facing internally. Though macaque haplotypes do contain replacements with large hydrophobicity shifts, the position of each of these is located in superficial linkers or loops where they are least likely to interfere with known enzyme structure or function. This absence of harmful mutations is consistent with an evolutionary history of purifying selection at sites important for the activation and enzymatic activity of OAS1.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

We analyzed intra-specific variation at the OAS1 gene in four species of primates belonging to two primate genera that are widely used in infectious disease research. We found that the level of variation differs considerably among taxa. OAS1 exhibits a level of polymorphism far greater than the genomic average in macaques. Using the HKA test, we validated the hypothesis that this remarkably high level of variation is caused by balancing selection. We further showed that the region of the protein that interacts directly with viruses, the RNA-binding domain, contains a number of polymorphisms likely to affect the RNA-binding affinity of OAS1. These mutations however do not result in large surface electrostatic changes that would inhibit RNA binding and activation, and we did not observe mutations that would compromise essential enzymatic function and structure. Together, these lines of evidence strongly suggest that pathogen-driven balancing selection acting on the RBD is maintaining variation at this locus. In contrast, OAS1 in baboons exhibits a level of polymorphism comparable to, or lower than, the genomic average, suggesting that the selective pressure acting on OAS1 differs greatly between these two primate genera.

Balancing selection is believed to be rare in nature compared with positive directional selection (Fischer et al. [@CR20]). In addition, selective sweeps of favorable alleles or drastic reductions in population size can erase the signature of balancing selection; thus, balanced polymorphisms are predicted to be transient, and long-term balancing selection exceedingly rare (Charlesworth [@CR10]). Yet, recent studies in human have emphasized the importance of balancing selection as an efficient mechanism to maintain variation in populations (reviewed in Key et al. [@CR34]), particularly at immunity genes. The most famous and best documented example of balancing selection concerns genes of the MHC system where alleles have been maintained in populations for millions of years, resulting in trans-specific polymorphisms (Klein et al. [@CR35]; Lawlor et al. [@CR39]; Mayer et al. [@CR43]). In recent years, candidate gene analyses as well as genome-wide searches have identified additional loci that have evolved under balancing selection, including the ABO blood group (Leffler et al. [@CR40]), the anti-retroviral TRIM5 gene (Cagliani et al. [@CR8]), and the CCR5 gene (Bamshad et al. [@CR3]). It has even been proposed that balancing selection is the main evolutionary force acting on innate immunity genes (Ferrer-Admetlla et al. [@CR19]), a category of genes OAS1 belongs to.

Balancing selection had previously been demonstrated at OAS1 in central African chimpanzees (Ferguson et al. [@CR18]). Comparable to what we find in macaques, chimpanzee OAS1 contains an extremely high level of polymorphism that far exceeds the genomic average as well as an excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms. Furthermore, a number of polymorphic sites appeared to fall conspicuously in the RBD (Ferguson et al. [@CR18]). In order to see if any of the replacement sites in macaque were shared with chimpanzee, we aligned the primary protein sequences as well as the structural models. The two main groups of alleles in chimpanzee differ by 15 polymorphic amino acids. Seven of these sites (28, 54, 96, 128, 163, 244, and 337) are also polymorphic in macaque. Surprisingly, six of these residues are polymorphic for exactly the same amino acids, including three RBD sites (28, 54, and 163), two of which (28 and 54) were identified as selected sites by Mozzi et al. ([@CR48]). Another five polymorphic amino acids in macaque immediately neighbor residues that are polymorphic in chimpanzee. The similarity between macaque and chimpanzee is demonstrated on Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which shows RBD polymorphisms side by side. The similarity between these two primate taxa is striking and could suggest that these polymorphisms have been maintained by long-term balancing selection since macaque and chimpanzee split. This is however very unlikely since macaque and chimpanzee otherwise differ by 15 fixed amino acids and phylogenetic analyses demonstrate that chimpanzee and macaque alleles are reciprocally monophyletic (not shown). Instead, the similarity between chimpanzees and macaques represent an interesting case of convergent polymorphism.Fig. 6Ribbon and surface models of central African chimpanzee and macaque OAS1. Polymorphic residues found in each respective species within the RNA-binding domain are colored *red*

There are however two main differences between chimpanzee and macaque in the pattern of variation at OAS1. First, we did not detect in macaque an excess of intermediate frequency alleles that would have yielded positive values of Tajima's D, whereas such an excess of intermediate frequency alleles was found in chimpanzee, resulting in positive and significant values of Tajima's D. Second, we did not find evidence for linkage disequilibrium in macaque whereas very strong linkage, suggestive of epistatic interactions, was found in chimpanzee between mutations in exons 1, 3, and 4. Although differences in recombination rate could account for this pattern, it is more likely to reflect a difference in the age of the balanced polymorphism. Multi-locus selection takes a long time to generate linkage disequilibrium (Hedrick [@CR28]), and Tajima's D fails to detect balancing selection if selection is too recent (Garrigan and Hedrick [@CR22]). Thus, it is most likely that balancing selection has not acted on OAS1 polymorphisms in macaque as long as it has in chimpanzee.

Since balancing selection has played such a significant role in the evolution of OAS1, it is somewhat surprising that we did not find any evidence for it in baboons. Two processes could have erased the signature of balancing selection in these species. First, a diversity-reducing demographic event, such as a population bottleneck, could have eliminated allelic diversity at OAS1. This is a possibility for the Guinea baboon, a species characterized by a remarkably low level of genetic variation (Boissinot et al. [@CR6]). It is however very unlikely to be the case in olive baboons since this form has maintained a relatively large effective population size for most of its history (Boissinot et al. [@CR6]). Second, a selective sweep resulting in the fixation of a highly favorable allele could have occurred in the ancestor of baboons. When compared to macaque, there are only three derived mutations that are fixed or nearly fixed in baboons at residues T24R, H25R, and Y51S. Residues 24 and 25 belong to the α-helix N3, which participates in the RBD, and residue 24 was shown to interact directly with the RNA ligand (Donovan et al. [@CR13]). The fixation of a positively charged arginine in place of an uncharged threonine is undoubtedly a highly significant change that could have affected drastically the RNA-binding affinity of the baboon OAS1. Interestingly, residue 24 is polymorphic in chimpanzee (T/K) (Ferguson et al. [@CR18]) and was identified as a site under positive selection in this species (Mozzi et al. [@CR48]). The replacement at residue 25 is unlikely to have much effect since the sidegroup ostensibly orients away from the RBD and a mutation from arginine to histidine is a conservative change. The change from the hydrophobic tyrosine to the uncharged serine at position 51 could also have a functional impact due to its proximity to a group of six residues (residues 54 to 60) that bind directly to the RNA ligand. We speculate that an episode of positive directional selection acting on one of these three sites (or on a combination of them) could have erased the signature of balancing selection in baboons. This hypothesis will however require experimental validation.

The mechanisms responsible for the maintenance of balanced polymorphism at OAS1 remain unclear but could include heterozygote advantage (if heterozygotes are better protected against viral pathogens), frequency-dependent selection, or selection that varies in space and/or time. Whatever the exact mechanism, the persistence of amino acid polymorphisms, in particular at the RBD, strongly suggests that OAS1 alleles differ in their RNA-binding activity, most likely to achieve optimal recognition of specific viral RNAs. The RNA-binding specificity of OAS1 implied by our evolutionary analysis is not consistent with early molecular studies, which suggested that OAS1 is a non-specific sensor of viral infection, and with the involvement of the OAS1/RNase L pathway against a wide diversity of viral infection (Silverman [@CR54]). More recent studies however have shown differential binding and activation of OAS1 based on RNA sequence, RNA secondary structure, or presence of 3′ single-stranded pyrimidine motifs (Deo et al. [@CR11]; Hartmann et al. [@CR25]; Kodym et al. [@CR37]; Vachon et al. [@CR60]). The dsRNA consensus sequences NNWW(N)~n~WGN (Kodym et al. [@CR37]), AYAY(N)~n~CC, and UU(N)~n~ACCC (Hartmann et al. [@CR25]) have been identified experimentally, and it was shown that single or double SNPs in RNA ligands could alter OAS1 activation by degrees of magnitude. This is compelling evidence that minor changes to RNA sequences or to the RBD can profoundly affect OAS1's antiviral response. It is thus plausible that the polymorphisms we identified can confer some level of specificity to different viral species. The present analysis, together with previous studies in chimpanzees and other mammals (Ferguson et al. [@CR18]; Mozzi et al. [@CR48]), provides a collection of candidate amino acids for future functional studies aimed at determining the molecular basis of the binding specificity of OAS1.
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